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Abstract: This paper presents the results of a modeling study of the hypothetical dam break of
Chipembe dam in Mozambique. The modeling approach is based on the software Iber, a freely
available dam break and two-dimensional finite volume shallow water model. The shuttle radar
topography mission (SRTM) online digital elevation model (DEM) is used as main source of
topographic data. Two different DEMs are considered as input for the hydraulic model: a DEM
based on the original SRTM data and a hydrologically-conditioned DEM. A sensitivity analysis on
the Manning roughness coefficient is performed. The results demonstrate the relevant impact of the
DEM used on the predicted flood wave propagation, and a lower influence of the roughness value.
The low cost modeling approach proposed in this paper can be an attractive option for modeling
exceptional flood caused by dam break, when limited data and resources are available, as in the
presented case. The resulting flood-inundation and hazard maps will enable the Regional Water
Management Administration of Mozambique (ARA) to develop early warning systems.
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1. Introduction

Dams play an essential role in meeting water supply demands from towns, agriculture, industry
or power generation, as well as in managing flood events. However, they also pose a potential risk
of failure, which can cause serious material damage and loss of life. Examples of well-known dam
failures that caused fatalities are the 1923 collapse of Gleno dam in Italy [1]; the 1928 St. Francis dam
disaster in California [2]; the 1959 collapse of Vega de Tera dam in Spain [3]; the 1976 Teton dam break
in Idaho [4]; the 1982 Tous dam collapse in Spain [5]; and the 2004 Camará dam failure in Brazil [6].
In the African continent, the failure of the Virginia No. 15 tailing dam in South Africa in 1994 is worth
noting [7]. A compilation of historical dam failure events, classified into flood severity categories,
is provided by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation [8].

Dam failure studies and flood inundation mapping are vital to establish emergency plans that
enable competent authorities to provide a quick and effective response. Numerical flood models
are generally used to assess the consequences of a potential failure and produce flood extent maps.
They also provide information on flow depth, velocity and derived parameters such as flow force and
intensity that can be used to assess potential damage to structures [9]. In practical applications,
the modeling approaches involve using either one-dimensional (1-D) or two-dimensional (2-D)
hydrodynamic models based on the unsteady open channel flow equations. The choice of model
approach is driven mainly by the physical characteristics of the river channel and floodplain.
One-dimensional models such as the US Army Corps of Engineers’ River Analysis System (HEC-RAS)
or the US National Weather Service Flood Wave Dynamic Model (NWS-FLDWAV) have been widely
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used in dam breach modeling [10]. However, flows over extensive flat floodplains or around river
confluences can be strongly two-dimensional, and the use of a one-dimensional approach may not
be appropriate. Given the limitations of 1-D models and the increase of computational power in
recent years, 2-D models that solve the shallow water equations have become a well-established
choice [11]. Examples of models based on this approach and used in dam-break studies are MIKE
software, FLO-2D, DSS-WISE, TELEMAC or the model Iber [12,13]. It should also be noted that newest
release of HEC-RAS (Version 5.0, Hydrologic Engineering Center, US Army Corps of Engineers, Davis,
CA, USA) includes two-dimensional unsteady flow modeling capabilities.

The provision of good topographic data is critical to the application of the aforementioned
models [14–17]. In developed countries, elevation data are now routinely collected using LiDAR
technology (Light detection and ranging), producing digital elevation models (DEMs) with high
horizontal resolution (0.5 m is not uncommon) and a high degree of vertical accuracy (from 0.05 m
to 0.2 m) [18,19]. These features make LIDAR DEMs a popular choice for modeling flood
inundation [20,21]. However, developing countries often lack this accurate cartography due to
budgetary constraints, in which case open access online digital elevation models can constitute
a suitable alternative [22]. Within this category, two DEMs have been mainly applied in flood modeling
studies: the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM [23,24] and the Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) DEM. In comparative studies, SRTM has
emerged as the favored choice for a global source of terrain data for flood modeling due to its greater
feature resolution, reduced number of artifacts and lower noise, particularly in the flatter areas of
concern to flood modelers [25]. This DEM has a spatial resolution of around 30 m (SRTM-1s) and
a vertical accuracy of ~10 m.

The new Dam Safety Regulation in Mozambique includes among its priorities the preparation
of contingency plans for large dams considering dam-break and downstream impacts. According
to the International Committee on Large Dams (ICOLD), 12 dams are classified as large dams in
Mozambique. One of them is Chipembe dam, an embankment dam with a storage capacity of 25 hm3

built in the early 1970s. The dam is now in a state of abandonment and requires urgent rehabilitation.
Moreover, it lacks an emergency plan that evaluates the consequences of a hypothetical dam failure
and delineates potential flood areas downstream.

This paper presents the results of a numerical modeling study of the hypothetical dam break
of Chipembe dam in Mozambique. It is part of the work of the research group GEAMA (Water and
Environmental Engineering Group of the University of A Coruña, A Coruña, Spain) on cooperation
projects related to water resources and institutional strengthening of the Regional Water Management
Administration in Northern Mozambique (ARA-Norte) and the National Directorate of Water
(Direcção Nacional de Águas, DNA). The DNA is responsible for policy making, planning and
management of water resources in Mozambique. The strategic activities undertaken by DNA are
implemented by the regional ARAs. GEAMA has been working in capacity building and identification
of key projects in Africa for the last ten years, in collaboration with the responsible institutions in the
water sector and other stakeholders (companies, NGOs) in Tanzania, Mali and Mozambique. The work
presented in this paper arises from the participation of the group GEAMA in a EuropeAid project
which aims to share best practice on flood modeling and support informed policy making on flood
risk management in Mozambique.

A 2-D modeling approach was adopted for this study. The software Iber [26], a full two-dimensional
shallow water model, was used to simulate the dam-break and the downstream impacts. The results
presented in this paper include flood extent and hazard maps, as well as flood wave travel times along
a 36 km reach downstream from the dam. The source of topographic data was the online SRTM-1s
DEM and the only model parameter was the roughness coefficient. We analyzed how the quality of the
SRTM topographic data may affect simulation results by performing a hydrologic reconditioning of
the DEM, which enforces the river course into the SRTM data and removes the noise introduced by the
riparian vegetation. A sensitivity analysis on the roughness coefficient was conducted, which allows
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the assessment of the uncertainty in this estimate and provides a range of peak flow and flood
wave speed. Model results are compared with real-world dam failure data from Pierce et al. [27],
with the aim of assessing whether peak discharge predictions are consistent with available observations.
This database [27] comprises hydrologic and geometric variables from 87 dam break case studies
and provides regression relations that predict peak discharge for breached embankment dams.
The results can enable the Regional Water Administration of Mozambique (ARA-Norte) to develop
an early warning system for the area, in collaboration with other related institutions such as the
National Meteorological Institute or the National Institute for Disaster Management, engaging in
multidisciplinary policy development. The study can also provide guidance in the limitations and
application of freely available modeling tools and data to simulate the potential dam failure of other
dams in data-scarce regions. As a further goal, the activities on capacity building of the ARA conducted
in the framework of this study aim to contribute to the implementation of an effective national flood
risk management system.

2. Study Site

Chipembe dam is located near Montepuéz city in the province of Cabo Delgado in northern
Mozambique. The drainage area above the dam is 946 km2, which accounts for approximately 9.5% of
the total drainage area of river Montepuéz (Figure 1). The average height of the basin is 561 m above
sea level and the average slope, 1.8%. The mean annual runoff is in the order of 167 hm3 [28,29].
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width of ~10 m. It is equipped with a lateral spillway for flood discharge and a water intake for an 
irrigation system that was never developed. The maximum normal water surface elevation in the 
reservoir is 503.6 m. Based on the reservoir storage curve, this water level corresponds to a reservoir 
gross storage of ~24.8 hm3 and a reservoir surface area of 7.1 km2. According to the dam rehabilitation 
study [30], the maximum safe inflow to the reservoir is 2450 m3/s and the maximum safe outflow is 
1051 m3/s. 

The dam was built in the 1970s and is now in a state of abandonment. This was verified during 
the field visit of the authors of this study and the technicians of ARA-Norte in 2013 [28]. The bottom 
outlet of the dam was found to be blocked and out of operation. Erosion damage was observed at the 
beginning of the spillway discharge channel. It was further noted that discharges through this 
spillway during flood events had significantly eroded the downstream face of the dam. At present, 
Mozambique’s National Directorate of Water (DNA) has launched a project involving an 
investment of about 50 million USD for the rehabilitation of Chipembe dam. The project will also 

Figure 1. Study region and location of Chipembe dam.

Chipembe dam is a 1220 m long embankment dam, with a maximum height of 12 m and a crest
width of ~10 m. It is equipped with a lateral spillway for flood discharge and a water intake for
an irrigation system that was never developed. The maximum normal water surface elevation in the
reservoir is 503.6 m. Based on the reservoir storage curve, this water level corresponds to a reservoir
gross storage of ~24.8 hm3 and a reservoir surface area of 7.1 km2. According to the dam rehabilitation
study [30], the maximum safe inflow to the reservoir is 2450 m3/s and the maximum safe outflow
is 1051 m3/s.

The dam was built in the 1970s and is now in a state of abandonment. This was verified during
the field visit of the authors of this study and the technicians of ARA-Norte in 2013 [28]. The bottom
outlet of the dam was found to be blocked and out of operation. Erosion damage was observed at
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the beginning of the spillway discharge channel. It was further noted that discharges through this
spillway during flood events had significantly eroded the downstream face of the dam. At present,
Mozambique’s National Directorate of Water (DNA) has launched a project involving an investment
of about 50 million USD for the rehabilitation of Chipembe dam. The project will also include the
exploitation of a potential irrigable area of around 2200 hectares, located downstream of the dam [30].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Cartographic Information

The source of topographic data for this study was the open access SRTM-1s DEM [31]. The SRTM
elevations include terrain features (e.g., tree tops and buildings), so that this DEM is not a “bare-earth”
digital terrain model (DTM) but a digital surface model (DSM). In this study, DEM refers to grid of
elevation, so it is used as a generic term for DSMs and DTMs. SRTM-1s has a ground spatial resolution
of 1 arc-seconds, which corresponds to about 30 m grid size at the equator. A correction process was
applied to this void filled elevation data to incorporate the topography of the reservoir bed. Historical
cartographic information, prior to the dam construction, was used to modify the DEM. It was verified
that the storage capacity of the dam was reproduced accurately in the processed DEM. Sub-grid dam
elevation data were extracted from the historical cartographic information to define the geometry of
the dam. Figure 2 shows the topography of the selected model domain. The model domain includes
the reservoir area and a 36 km reach downstream of the dam.
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Figure 2. Subset of the SRTM-1s DEM used for the dam-break simulation.

The validation of the SRTM data on continental scales [31] showed an absolute height error of
5.6 m for Africa. However, this vertical accuracy is strongly influenced by terrain relief, and smaller
vertical errors can be expected in low altitude and low relief environments [32]. In this case study,
the floodplain downstream of the dam has an average height of 491 m a.s.l. with an average slope
of 3.2%, which suggests that the elevation errors may be lower than the continental error. A total of
20 ground control points located along both banks of the reservoir were used to assess the elevation
errors of the SRTM dataset. These control points were obtained in a real-time kinematic global
navigation satellite systems (RTK GNSS) survey. The comparison of the SRTM dataset to the measured
elevations revealed an absolute error of 4.53 ± 1.25 m (mean ± standard deviation), which is slightly
lower than the error estimated for Africa. These values should nevertheless be taken with caution
given the limited number of control points and their distribution within the studied area.
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The interferometric synthetic aperture radar signal on which the SRTM dataset is based only
penetrates vegetation cover to a certain degree resulting in decreased vertical accuracy. This is especially
true for forested areas, and becomes a problem in using these data to support hydraulic modeling,
where accurate information on floodplain elevation is essential [33]. The vegetation cover in the
floodplain downstream of Chipembe dam is minimal, as can be verified in the global canopy height
dataset developed by Simard et al. [34]. The 1-km resolution canopy height raster map shows a value
of zero throughout practically the whole of this area, which suggests that vegetation bias in the
SRTM DEM might not a be significant issue in this case study. However, the aerial image of the
study area (Figure 3) shows riparian vegetation along the reach, which is not reflected in the map of
Simard et al. [34]. The presence of vegetation results in significant positive biases in the SRTM ground
elevation around the river channel. Besides, given that the width of the river is around 10 m, the river
bed topography is not accurately represented in the DEM. Consequently, the location of the thalweg
derived from the aerial imagery is significantly different from the flow path derived from the original
SRTM data (Figure 3), which might have an impact on the hydraulic model predictions.
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locations of the control cross sections.

A terrain reconditioning procedure was applied to enforce the river course into de SRTM data,
following the thalweg derived from the aerial image, and to deepen the channel bed. The resulting
digital elevation model is denoted in the following as DEM SRTMTR. The reconditioning process is
based on the so-called stream burning procedure, which is used to correct surface drainage patterns
derived from DEM [35,36]. The vector river network derived from the aerial image is assumed to
be correct, and is converted into a raster river with the same spatial resolution as the DEM (~30 m).
This raster river network is burnt into the un-conditioned SRTM DEM, so that the elevation values are
artificially lowered at cells that are part of this raster drainage. The burning depth is variable along the
longitudinal profile of the river, considering the envelope of the minimum elevations of the original
SRTM, as shown in Figure 4a. The red line in Figure 4a is the new bed profile along the thalweg.
The average burning depth was 4.8 m (standard deviation of 2.4 m) and the maximum burning depth
was 11 m. It was verified that the average slope of the longitudinal profile of the river before and after
the hydraulic conditioning process were very similar (0.00065 and 0.00063, respectively). The average
slope is represented by a straight line (dotted lines in Figure 4a), which, when superposed on the
longitudinal profile of the river, creates a balance between the total areas above and those below the
straight line. The changes in a set of representative river cross sections are shown in Figure 4.
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The original DEM SRTM and the DEM SRTMTR were used as input for the hydraulic model
in this study. When channels are not resolved, as in the original DEM SRTM, models are likely to
overestimate flood extent and underestimate flood speeds [22]. However, the value of the friction
coefficient could potentially be adjusted in order to achieve more accurate predictions of water depths
and velocities. As observed by Neal et al. [37], the loss of cross-sectional area for a given depth of flow
can be partially compensated for by a reduction in friction, in the context of parameterizing the sub-grid
scale topography of a floodplain. On the other hand, the suitability of a DEM for flood modeling also
depends on flood frequency. Dam-break floods in which the channel is completely submerged may not
require as fine a resolution DEM compared to studies with shallow flows [22]. The route of flood flow
will not be dictated by the river channel, but more by the overall valley topography [38]. Based on the
above, this study analyzes the differences in the hydraulic model predictions caused by the choice of
DEM (DEM SRTM or DEM SRTMTR), combined with a sensitivity analysis on the roughness coefficient.

3.2. Hydraulic Model Description

The Iber model [26] was used to simulate the dam-break flood of Chipembe dam. It is a freely
distributed numerical model for simulating turbulent free surface unsteady flow. It has been
successfully used for a wide range of applications, including modeling of river flow and quality [39–41],
geomorphic impacts of dam failure [12], sedimentation and flushing in reservoirs [42] or check dam
hydraulics [43]. For a detailed description of model equations and numerical methods, the reader is
referred to [26] and the references therein.

The model solves the 2-D shallow water equations, which assume negligible vertical variations
of flow properties and hydrostatic pressure distribution. Models based on this approach are
considered appropriate tools to simulate inundation depth and arrival time of dam-break flow [44,45].
These equations are solved with an unstructured finite volume solver explicit in time, which implements
the scheme of Roe [46] for the discretization of the inertial terms and an upwind discretization of the
bottom source term [47]. This Godunov type scheme is especially suitable for simulating dam-break
flows, which often involve flow discontinuities and changes in flow regime. Several RANS type
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turbulence models are implemented in the model Iber [48]. In this case, the k-ε model from Rastogi
and Rodi [49] was chosen.

Embankment dams like Chipembe dam usually fail by progressive erosion and breach parameters
are generally obtained from regression equations based on dam and reservoir properties [50].
The simple data requirements of these formulations enable them to be applied when limited data are
available, as in this study. The breach formation model implemented in Iber is based on the Guide for
dam classification as a function of its potential risk [51]. It applies an empirical formula to estimate the
breach characteristics, which has been derived from data of case studies. Breach growth is assumed
to be a linear process and the breach shape is trapezoidal with 1H:1V side slopes. The final average
width of the breach b (m) and the breach development time T (h) are calculated as follows:

b = 20 · (V · h)0.25 (1)

T = 4.8 · V0.5

h
(2)

where V is the storage volume (hm3) and h is the dam height (m). This model is in line with
widely-used parametric breach formation models [52,53], which have uncertainties related to the
poor documentation of historical failure events, the inherent variation in the erodibility of cohesive
materials or the effects of variability of embankment design, among others. However, it is beyond the
scope of this work to address the uncertainty in breach parameters and the estimations provided by
the above model are thus treated as deterministic.

The hazard criteria implemented in the model Iber considers three different levels of flood hazard
(high, medium and low) based on flow conditions [26]. In high hazard zones, one or several of the
following hydrodynamic conditions are met: the depth of inundation exceeds 1 m, the velocity is
higher than 1 m/s or the product of depth and velocity is greater than 0.5 m2/s. In low hazard areas,
the depth is below 0.5 m, the velocity is lower than 0.5 m/s and the product of depth and velocity
is below 0.25 m2/s. Between these two levels are the medium hazard conditions. These thresholds
are based on the combinations of water depth and flow velocity that can represent danger to human
life. They are consistent with the literature on human instability in flowing water [54]. The model
incorporates an interface compatible with GIS environments, which allows the obtained flood hazard
areas to be displayed directly in any GIS platform.

3.3. Model Setup

The model domain extends up to 36.0 km downstream from the dam. It was discretized into
an unstructured computational mesh of approximately 22,000 triangular elements with a variable size
(from 5 to 30 m) to ensure a correct definition of the dam geometry. A zero inflow condition was defined
at the upstream boundary, whereas a critical flow condition was imposed at the downstream boundary.
It was verified that results obtained with a critical outlet condition were very similar to the ones obtained
with a subcritical outlet (with a weir of height 0 m, i.e., crest elevation = terrain elevation). Water level
corresponding to full reservoir capacity (503.6 m above sea level) was set as initial condition in the
reservoir. A dry bed (zero depth) was assumed as initial condition downstream of the dam. The breach
was located in the central part of the dam, as illustrated in Figure 5. This model set-up corresponds
to a “sunny-day” failure scenario, in which dam failure is solely due to structural causes and water
storage conditions in the reservoir [13]. This dam failure scenario is thought to have the greatest
potential to cause loss of life due to the surprise factor [55].

A Manning roughness coefficient between 0.03 m−1/3·s and 0.04 m−1/3·s was selected as reference
value range or most likely range of values for both the channel and floodplain. This estimated value
is based on the field observations and the analysis of the aerial photographs. The river channel has
an earth bottom and is generally dry outside the wet season. The floodplain is covered by short grass
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and small crop areas scattered across the valley, for local community consumption. Open spaces with
little or no vegetation are dominant.
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As aforementioned, a sensitivity analysis on the roughness coefficient was conducted. Besides the
difficulty in choosing a roughness value from the literature, the limitations derived from the spatial
resolution of the DEM may also require an adjustment of the Manning’s value. Therefore, an ensemble
of simulations with different values for the friction coefficient was run. A range of Manning’s between
0.02 and 0.06 m−1/3·s was examined.

Simulations were run until the hydrograph passes through the lower end of the reach. Depending
on the DEM used and Manning’s value, simulations are run up to 25.5 h from breach initiation,
with model results being stored every 800 s. A total of 9 control cross-sections were defined along the
36.0 km reach (Figure 4). Section S1 is located immediately downstream of the dam, whereas S9 is
located at the end of the studied reach. The spacing between sections is not uniform and is determined
by the nature of the watercourse. The average spacing is about 4.5 km (Tables 1 and 2).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Peak Flows and Flood Wave Travel Times

An essential part of any dam failure analysis is the estimation of the hydrograph at the breach and
its propagation downstream, in terms of peak flows and travel times. Tables 1 and 2 list the peak flow
of the flood wave (Qp), the time to peak (Tp) and the flood wave arrival time (Ta) at the downstream
control sections, using the DEM SRTM (Scenario A) and the DEM SRTMTR (Scenario B), and considering
different roughness coefficients in both scenarios. From the point of view of emergency plans and
evacuation strategies, the flood wave arrival time (Ta) is more useful than the time to peak (Tp).
Ta is the elapsed time between dam failure and initial wetting, thus allowing a margin of time to
evacuate the population at risk.

Based on peak flow attenuation and wave travel speed, cross sections can be grouped into an upper
reach (S1 to S4) and a lower reach (S5 to S9). In Scenario A, peak flows in the upper reach are within the
range of 2748–1450 m3/s, depending on the roughness coefficient and the specific cross section. Further
downstream (lower reach) the peak discharge is significantly lower, ranging from 546 m3/s to 66 m3/s.
In Scenario B, peak flows in the upper reach are in the range of 2747–1606 m3/s, similar to the values
obtained in Scenario A. The differences between the two scenarios become larger in the lower reach,
where flows are in the range of 1376–740 m3/s in Scenario B. Peak discharges are up to ~10 times higher
at the downstream section in Scenario B. Figure 6 shows the propagation of the flood wave along the
reach in both scenarios, considering a roughness coefficient of n = 0.03 m−1/3·s. The attenuation of the
peak flow magnitude can be clearly observed as the flood wave moves downstream. The percentages
of peak flow attenuation in the upper reach are similar in both scenarios, ranging from 4% (section S2)
to 36% (section S4). In the lower reach, attenuation percentages are between 83% (section S5) and 97%
(section S9) in Scenario A, and between 56% (section S5) and 65% (section S9) in Scenario B. On average,
attenuation decreases in Scenario B by 30 percentage points. A similar behavior of the flood wave is
observed if other roughness values are used in the simulations.
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Table 1. Peak flow (Qp), arrival time (Ta) and peak time (Tp) of the flood wave at downstream sections
in Scenario A (DEM SRTM) considering different roughness coefficients (n).

Section L (km)
Qp (m3/s) Ta (h) Tp (h) Qp (m3/s) Ta (h) Tp (h) Qp (m3/s) Ta (h) Tp (h)

n = 0.02 m−1/3·s n = 0.03 m−1/3·s n = 0.04 m−1/3·s
S1 0.1 2747.6 - 2 2702.9 - 2.0 2673.9 - 2.0
S2 2.5 2716.8 0.9 2.2 2637.3 1.1 2.2 2527.7 1.1 2.2
S3 4.6 2271.8 1.3 2.7 2160.1 1.3 2.7 2053.1 1.6 2.9
S4 8.3 1901.5 2.0 2.9 1863.7 2.0 3.1 1711.2 2.2 3.3
S5 12.3 546.6 2.9 4.2 497.4 3.1 4.4 442.4 3.1 4.7
S6 16.4 326.3 4.7 7.3 287.1 4.9 7.8 253.1 5.3 8.7
S7 22.8 232.9 8.9 10.7 204.3 9.8 11.8 181.1 10.7 13.1
S8 30.3 162.6 11.8 14.4 143.4 12.9 15.8 125.8 14.2 17.3
S9 35.9 109.3 16.0 18.2 95.5 17.6 20.0 84.1 19.6 22.4

n = 0.05 m−1/3·s n = 0.06 m−1/3·s -

S1 0.1 2619.8 - 2.0 2556.4 - 2.0 - - -
S2 2.5 2451.3 1.1 2.2 2350.9 1.1 2.2 - - -
S3 4.6 1938.8 1.6 2.9 1801.8 1.6 3.1 - - -
S4 8.3 1557.9 2.4 3.3 1449.5 2.4 3.6 - - -
S5 12.3 390.5 3.3 5.1 346.6 3.6 5.3 - - -
S6 16.4 221.6 5.8 9.6 195.3 6.2 10.7 - - -
S7 22.8 160.2 11.8 14.2 141.6 13.1 15.8 - - -
S8 30.3 111.6 15.8 19.8 99.1 17.6 21.6 - - -
S9 35.9 76.2 21.8 25.1 66.0 24.2 27.8 - - -

Table 2. Peak flow (Qp), arrival time (Ta) and peak time (Tp) of the flood wave at downstream sections
in Scenario B (DEM SRTMTR) considering different roughness coefficients (n).

Section L (km)
Qp (m3/s) Ta (h) Tp (h) Qp (m3/s) Ta (h) Tp (h) Qp (m3/s) Ta (h) Tp (h)

n = 0.02 m−1/3·s n = 0.03 m−1/3·s n = 0.04 m−1/3·s
S1 0.1 2746.5 - 2.0 2710.0 - 2.0 2664.5 - 2.0
S2 2.5 2722.9 0.7 2.2 2629.5 0.7 2.2 2523.1 0.89 2.4
S3 4.6 2450.4 1.1 2.4 2354.0 1.1 2.7 2240.8 1.33 2.7
S4 8.3 2094.1 1.6 2.9 1981.9 1.6 3.1 1831.2 1.78 3.1
S5 12.3 1376.1 2.0 3.5 1268.9 2.2 3.8 1162.3 2.44 3.8
S6 16.4 1185.4 2.7 4.7 1117.8 2.7 4.7 1027.1 2.89 4.9
S7 22.8 1181.0 3.6 5.8 1104.8 3.8 5.8 1002.5 4.22 6.2
S8 30.3 1159.9 4.4 6.2 1083.6 4.7 6.4 978.1 5.11 7.1
S9 35.9 1106.7 5.6 7.1 1021.0 6.0 7.3 901.0 6.44 8.0

n = 0.05 m−1/3·s n = 0.06 m−1/3·s -

S1 0.1 2587.1 - 2.0 2532.9 - 2.0 - - -
S2 2.5 2441.8 0.9 2.4 2348.5 0.9 2.4 - - -
S3 4.6 2115.9 1.3 2.7 2005.5 1.6 2.9 - - -
S4 8.3 1723.5 1.8 3.3 1605.7 2.0 3.6 - - -
S5 12.3 1076.1 2.4 4.0 990.1 2.7 4.4 - - -
S6 16.4 939.9 3.1 5.3 855.1 3.3 5.6 - - -
S7 22.8 911.3 4.4 6.7 827.7 4.9 7.1 - - -
S8 30.3 885.4 5.6 7.6 801.9 6.0 8.0 - - -
S9 35.9 824.2 6.9 8.9 739.6 7.6 9.8 - - -

Figure 7 shows the predicted water depth, velocity and specific discharge field in a 14 km reach
between sections S6 and S8 at selected times with the two DEMs. In order to make them comparable,
maps are plotted at the arrival time of the flood wave at section S8, which corresponds to t = 56,000 s
in Scenario A and t = 18,000 s in Scenario B. The time mismatch between the two scenarios reflects the
influence of the DEM used on the propagation of the flood wave. The differences between the maps
calculated with the two DEMs can be clearly seen in Figure 7. The non-physical elevation variations
present in the original DEM affect the prediction of flow direction, velocity and depth. The river channel
is even dry in some areas, probably due to flow blockages caused by vegetation biases. Predictions for
Scenario B are consistent with the configuration of the river channel shown in the aerial image.
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DEM SRTM; (d) Velocity, DEM SRTMTR; (e) Specific discharge, DEM SRTM; and (f) Specific discharge, 
DEM SRTMTR. 
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Figure 7. Predicted water depth, velocity and specific discharge maps in the reach between S6 and
S8 with the original DEM at t = 56,000 s (left) and with the conditioned DEM at t = 18,000 s (right).
Manning’s value of n = 0.03 m−1/3·s: (a) Depth, DEM SRTM; (b) Depth, DEM SRTMTR; (c) Velocity,
DEM SRTM; (d) Velocity, DEM SRTMTR; (e) Specific discharge, DEM SRTM; and (f) Specific discharge,
DEM SRTMTR.

Figure 8 shows the time to peak (Tp) and the flood wave arrival time (Ta) as a function of the
distance from the dam (L) in Scenarios A and B and for different values of the roughness coefficient.
In Scenario A, the peak of the flood hydrograph occurs in the first section (S1) about 2 h after the start
of the dam failure, regardless the value of the friction coefficient. This is consistent with the breach
development time calculated with Equation (2). Further downstream, in section S4, Ta and Tp values
vary within a narrow range, between 2 h (n = 0.02 m−1/3·s) and 2.4 h (n = 0.06 m−1/3·s) and between
2.9 h (n = 0.02 m−1/3·s) and 3.6 h (n = 0.06 m−1/3·s), respectively. Similar results are obtained in Scenario
B, being the travel times slightly lower (Tables 1 and 2). Therefore, in this upper part of the reach,
the flood wave travel times show little dependence on the roughness coefficient. Further downstream in
Scenario A, the sensitivity of Ta and Tp to the value of the roughness coefficient increases progressively.
As the peak flow reduces, bottom friction becomes more important. At the downstream end of
the reach (section S9), Ta is between 16 h (n = 0.02 m−1/3·s) and 24 h (n = 0.06 m−1/3·s), that is to
say, there is a time difference of 8 h due to the roughness coefficient. Tp ranges between 18.2 h
(n = 0.02 m−1/3·s) and 27.8 h (n = 0.06 m−1/3·s). Differences between the two scenarios are larger in
this lower reach. In Scenario B, Ta at the downstream section ranges from 5.6 h (n = 0.02 m−1/3·s) to
7.6 h (n = 0.06 m−1/3·s). Compared with Scenario A, these predictions are approximately 3 times lower.
A similar decrease is observed for the time to peak values. This can be attributed to the unrealistic flow
path derived from the original SRTM data, given the elevation biases in and around the river channel.

The flood wave velocity was calculated from the time to peak at cross-sections S1 and S9. It was
estimated to be in the range between 0.62 m/s (n = 0.02 m−1/3·s) and 0.39 m/s (n = 0.06 m−1/3·s) in
Scenario A. These values seem unrealistically low when compared with those of Scenario B (between
1.95 m/s and 1.28 m/s, respectively).

4.2. Comparison with Real Dam Failure Data

The predicted peak outflow rate was compared with real dam failure data from Pierce et al. [27].
Figure 9 shows the best-fit equation between the peak outflow and the volume of water behind
the dam obtained by Pierce et al. [27], the expressions of Evans [56] and Singh and Snorrason [57],
and the results for Chipembe dam. The last corresponds to the peak flow predicted by the model
Iber for n = 0.04 m−1/3·s (2674 m3/s in section S1), although very similar values were obtained for the
tested range of Manning coefficients, as can be seen in Table 1. A peak flow of 2966 m3/s is obtained
for Chipembe dam with the aforementioned equation of Pierce et al. [27], which has a coefficient of
determination R2 of 0.805. This represents around a 10% difference in peak flow with model predictions.
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The expressions of Singh and Snorrason [57] and Evans [56], which were developed with a more limited
case-study data, are more conservative. Using these expressions, a peak flow of 5307 and 5975 m3/s is
obtained, respectively.

1 
 

 

Figure 8. Flood wave arrival time (Ta) (top); and time to peak (Tp) (bottom) versus distance
from the dam (L), with the: DEM SRTM (a); and the DEM SRTMTR (b) for different values of the
roughness coefficient.

Pierce et al. [27] also obtained a satisfactory linear relationship (R2 = 0.844) between the peak
outflow and the dam factor; the latter defined as the product of the height (H) and the volume of water
behind the dam (V). This relationship is plotted in Figure 10, together with the expressions given by
MacDonald and Landgridge-Monopolis [58] and Costa [59]. The peak flow predicted by the Iber model
for Chipembe dam fits reasonably well with the three historic regression relations. Given the dam factor
of Chipembe dam (2.63 × 108 m4), the peak outflow using Pierce et al. [27] equation is 2228 m3, which
represents a decrease of 20% in comparison with the numerical model predictions. The expression of
Costa [59] results in a peak outflow of 2653 m3/s, whereas a more conservative value of 3397 m3/s is
obtained with the equation of MacDonald and Langridge-Monopolis [58]. Peak discharge predictions
are consistent with the observations reported in Pierce et al. [27], which are plotted in Figures 9 and 10.
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maximum depth are below 0.04 m. In Scenario B, the influence of the roughness coefficient is larger, 
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4.3. Flood Extent Delineation

The extent of flooding is basic information for emergency planners. Table 3 compares the computed
flooded areas in Scenarios A and B using different roughness coefficients. The average flood width
shown in Table 3 is the ratio of the flooded area to the main channel length. The average flood
depth is the spatial average of the maximum depth calculated during the flood. In both scenarios,
as the roughness increases, so does the flood extent. However, in Scenario A its influence is very
limited, the differences in total area being below 2%. The same applies to the average flood width,
which increases from 368 m for n = 0.02 m−1/3·s to 373 m for n = 0.06 m−1/3·s. The differences in
maximum depth are below 0.04 m. In Scenario B, the influence of the roughness coefficient is larger,
with differences in flood extent and average flood width of around 5% and differences in maximum
depth of 0.10 m, for the range of Manning’s tested.
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Table 3. Inundation depth and flood extent in Scenarios A and B with different roughness coefficients.

n (m−1/3·s)
Flooded Area

(×106 m2)
Average Flood

Depth (m)
Maximum
Depth (m)

Average Flood
Width (m)

A B A B A B A B

0.02 13.28 10.98 2.72 2.94 9.58 8.67 368 305
0.03 13.30 11.06 2.75 3.02 9.61 8.69 369 307
0.04 13.34 11.22 2.78 3.06 9.61 8.73 370 312
0.05 13.39 11.35 2.80 3.12 9.62 8.76 372 315
0.06 13.45 11.49 2.82 3.15 9.62 8.77 373 319

The use of the hydrologically-conditioned DEM results in lower flood extent and flood width
(~19%), and higher average flood depth (~9%) when compared with the predictions obtained with the
original DEM SRTM (Table 3). This is consistent with the observations of Sanders [22] or Yan et al. [60]
regarding the use of higher resolution DEMs instead of the SRTM DEM. SRTM topography has been
found to yield larger flood inundation extent compared with high precision topography, due to the
poorer representation of the small channels. However, this may not always be the case, depending on
site specific topography and local uncertainties in the SRTM DEM. Specifically, the positive bias of
the SRTM elevation data in heavy vegetated floodplains can lead to underestimation of inundation
extent [32]. In this case, the study area is a single channel river system with little vegetation in the
floodplain, as was verified during the field visit. Given these characteristics, the flood extent predictions
obtained in this work in Scenario A may be considered as conservative. The use of a higher Manning
in this case, even if it has a limited influence, will tend toward more conservative results.

The sensitivity analysis on the roughness coefficient proposed in this paper is of course not
intended to replace the use of more accurate DEMs, and should be understood in the context of limited
data availability. Previous studies that have evaluated different DEM products (different sources
and resolutions) for flood modeling have also observed minor differences in flood extent and more
relevant differences in terms of travel times in some cases (e.g., St. Francis dam-break flood test case
modeled by Sanders [22]). Following this strategy, the worst-case predictions in the flood analysis
(larger flood extent and shorter travel times) correspond to: (a) flood extent calculated with the higher
range of Manning’s values (n = 0.05–0.06); and (b) travel times calculated with the lower range of
Manning’s values (n = 0.02–0.03). The results show that the use of the DEM SRTM combined with
a low Manning’s value is insufficient to match the flood wave travel times obtained with the DEM
SRTMTR. This confirms the important influence of the topography on the hydraulic model predictions.
If only open access online digital elevation models are available, as in the present case, it is suggested
to analyze and pre-process the DEM to improve its accuracy and to ensure that it is hydrologically
consistent. A sensitivity analysis of the flood model on the Manning’s value can be performed, and the
worst-case predictions of flood extent and travel times can be used to support flood management and
emergency response planning.

4.4. Flood Hazard Mapping

A rural settlement of around 200 houses is located at the right bank of the river, approximately
1.9 km downstream of the dam. In addition, an irrigation project, covering about 2200 hectares [30],
is planned for this area. In terms of exposure to flooding, these are the main people and property at
risk within this area, which should be taken into account when assessing dam-break impacts.

A hazard-map was derived from the inundation depth and velocity distributions. In each cell
of the mesh, the level of hazard was determined according to the criteria explained in the model
description section. Following this criteria, in Scenario A 79.8% of the flooded area (~13.34 × 106 m2)
is classified as high hazard zone, 15.4% as medium hazard and 4.8% as low hazard, considering
n = 0.04 m−1/3·s (Figure 11). Very similar hazard distributions were obtained for the range of roughness
values tested. An increase in the Manning coefficient results in a smaller high hazard zone and a larger
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medium and low hazard zones. In Scenario B, 84.2% of the flooded area is classified as high hazard
zone, which represents a percentage increase from Scenario A. However, in absolute terms, the area
classified as high hazard is smaller in Scenario B.
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Approximately 21% of the planned irrigation area falls under the high hazard zone. Therefore,
flooding could damage this infrastructure and lead to important material and economic losses. Besides,
it could constitute a potential risk to the people working in this area, particularly in the upper 5–6 km
reach. Nonetheless, average flood wave arrival time increases from 1 h in section S2 (L = 2.5 km) up to
2.2 h in section S4 (L = 8.3 km) in Scenario A, and from 0.9 h to 1.8 h in Scenario B, which allows some
time to implement evacuation plans.

Figure 11 shows the perimeter of the rural settlement at the right bank of Montepuéz river. It can
be seen that there is a 280 m margin from the boundaries of the flooded areas. According to the DEM,
the settlement is at an altitude of 502 m. At the closest cross-section, the water level reached values
between 495 m and 496 m at the peak of the flood, which occurred 2 h after the initiation of the breach.
This height is significantly below that of the settlement. Therefore, the settlement is located in a no
hazard area under the sunny dam-break scenario.

4.5. Model Applicability

The methodology and analysis presented in this paper constitute a best practice case study on
risk identification, supported by sophisticated prediction models of dam failure and subsequent
flooding. The models have been carefully chosen to ensure that they are applicable under the
specific circumstances of the region, such as data availability, physical characteristics of the river
systems and previous academic and professional experience of the local technicians. The model
Iber is freely available and incorporates an interface to facilitate the setting-up, running and output
visualization. The model interface is compatible with GIS environments, so flood hazard areas are
incorporated into a GIS-based tool, in which a variety of other geospatial information can be integrated:
water infrastructures, water monitoring network, types of land-use, etc. The computational efficiency
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was also a relevant criterion used to choose the model. In this case, the computation time required
for each run is in the order of 6 h on standard computing hardware. Given the limited number of
simulations to be performed, it is considered adequate. However, it could be reduced with the aid of
high-performance computing for other applications beyond the present case.

The same methodology can be applied and similar results can be expected if other
two-dimensional hydrodynamic models, based on the depth-averaged shallow water equations and
finite volume methods, are used instead of the model Iber. Several software packages of this nature are
mentioned in the introduction section. However, dam-break flows usually involve shockwaves and
subcritical, supercritical and transcritical flows. Therefore, the performance of the numerical schemes
used to solve the model equations are also worthy of attention. The Godunov type numerical scheme
implemented in the model Iber is known to deal well with such complex, mixed flow regimes.

5. Conclusions

This study analyzes the consequences of a potential failure of Chipembe dam (Mozambique)
on the 36 km downstream reach. The two-dimensional hydrodynamic model Iber was used to
simulate dam failure and propagation of the flood wave for a sunny day scenario. Two different DEMs
were considered as input for the hydraulic model: a DEM based on the original SRTM-1s data and
a hydrologically-conditioned DEM, in which a stream burning procedure was applied. The differences
in the hydraulic model predictions caused by the choice of DEMs were analyzed. A sensitivity analysis
on the Manning roughness coefficient was performed, considering values between n = 0.02 and
n = 0.06 m−1/3·s.

The results demonstrate the relevant influence of the DEM used on the predicted flood wave
propagation and the lower influence of the roughness value. The use of the hydrologically-conditioned
DEM, instead of the original SRTM data, results in:

(a) Higher peak discharges, up to ~10 times at the downstream section;
(b) Lower peak flow attenuation, from ~90% to ~60% in the lower reach;
(c) Lower time to peak and flood wave arrival time, reaching a 65% reduction at the downstream section;
(d) Lower flood extent and flood width (~19%), and higher average flood depth (~9%).

Flood extent and average flood depth are not significantly affected by the choice of Manning’s
value. Differences are below 5% and 7%, respectively, with the hydrologically-conditioned DEM,
and below 1% and 4% with the original SRTM DEM, for the range of n tested.

The flood inundation and flood hazard maps obtained have uncertainties associated with the
accuracy of the DEM, the technical data of the dam and reservoir, and the hydraulic modeling
approach. Nevertheless, they can serve as a basis to develop the emergency response plan for the area
and show the possibilities for extending the methodology to other dams in Mozambique. The case
study exemplifies the importance of a correct representation of the main channel geometry in the
DEM. The noise introduced by the riparian vegetation in the SRTM data resulted in a significant
underestimation of flood travel times. The low cost modeling approach proposed in this paper is
an attractive option for modeling exceptional flood caused by dam break, when limited data and
resources are available, as in the presented case.
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